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we are designed, engineered, built and guaranteed in the United States by
exceptional craftsmen ensuring enduring performance and quality

OUR DEALERS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

not all dealers are created equal, and when you
choose our products you can trust that you

will have the quality and service that meet our
exacting specifications

there is no compromise when it comes to our
dealers, each are hand selected to maintain the

greatest level of quality and service.



DISCOVER CATALINA
 

Velocity Impact Products performance line of sliding
glass doors which are expertly crafted to be

aesthetically pleasing while performing unlike any
other

 
the industry's only approved anchorless sill system

 
velocity is the high rise industry leader in

performance, style and service
 

catalina doors achieve water performance up to 18 psf
 

dual interlocks for maximum air resistance
 

specialized duranar coastal coatings offer premium
performance and specialized options include two tone

and custom colors
 

unparalleled performance and refinement with
smooth, quiet operation for the customer who expects
unsurpassed quality and performance that can be seen,

felt and appreciated for many years to come
 



catalina products have been rigorously tested to meet and exceed code requirements for the state of
florida including the high velocity hurricane zone (hvhz) ensuring unmatched performance in

withstanding punishing winds and flying debris from tropical storms and hurricanes

decorative head, jamb and sill anchor covers provide a clean, finished look for the most polished system
available. once installation has been completed there will be zero visible fasteners.

catalina doors use heat strengthened laminated glass as a standard with each piece at a 1/4" thick
significantly reducing visual distortion. glass interlayers are .090" sentryglas™ for maximum clarity and

are 50% thicker than those used by other manufacturers standard offerings and carry a ten year warranty
against delamination



MOTHER NATURE TESTS US.
WE TEST US HARDER.

DESIGN PRESSURES UP TO +120/-140 PSF



 
our standard crest handle offers a large comfortable grip

that is ergonomically crafted to maximize performance and
minimize effort, while the clean, narrow aesthetics allow for

full unobscured sightlines. the crest® series sliding door
handle provides a sleek design element to compliment sliding

doors large and small
 

these handles are available in a variety of powder coated and
architectural finishes including white, bronze, black, silver

and brushed nickel.
 

designed specifically for the coastal environment these
handles have been proven to perform exceptionally year after

year.
 
 

CREST®



COMPROMISE ELSEWHERE

our tandem precision rollers are
ideal for large architectural
panels and achieve quiet and

efficient operation

cnc engineered wheels for
increased durability

high strength polymer wheels
reduce noise and minimize track

wear maintaining exceptional
performance over time

retains structural integrity
during and after installation

which ensures product durability
and longevity

relentlessly tested through 10,000
cycles and offering an industry

leading warranty



whether selecting a traditional finish or a palette of colors
limited only by your imagination, luxxe products feature

highly resilient aama 2605 duranar™ finishes for low
maintenance and unsurpassed resistance to fading, peeling and

chalking under extreme coastal conditions

standard duranar™ finish options are white, bronze, black and
arcadia silver

optional finishes include two-tone and even custom colors

LIMITLESS FINISH OPTIONS



SCREENS UNLIKE ANY OTHER
 

FEATURES
 

constructed of .060" extruded aluminum our screens are
stronger than any other on the market

 
bettervue screen mesh with watershed technology for

improved visibility and air flow
 

rollers feature an all aluminum chassis with acetal
wheels designed for sliding glass doors to ensure years of

solid performance
 

polymer handles for ultimate corrosion resistance
 

dedicated screen track virtually guarantees screens
remain in place in any weather or storm

 
 
 



timeless.
peerless.



make a statement
without any words



DESIGNED FOR ELEGANCE
ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE

velocity impact products
2200 ave l

west palm beach, fl 33404
(561) 429-5740

www.velocityimpactproducts.com


